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Lecturers demand firing of Unilia top managers Malawi 24
May 5th, 2019 - Lecturers at the University of Livingstonia Unilia Laws campus have petitioned the Livingstonia Synod to fire three top bosses at the university for failing to take care of lecturers’ welfare and to govern the university by agreed systems.
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Unilia students protest over slow internet Malawi 24
May 3rd, 2019 - After a strike by lecturers at University of Livingstonia Unilia Laws campus demanding the firing of three top bosses students at Unilia Ekwendeni campus have followed suit by demonstrating against poor internet services. In an interview with Malawi24 University of Livingstonia Ekwendeni Students Union President Light Phiri said that the school management has been delaying to resolve the
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May 5th, 2019 - Skilled in Negotiation Customer Service Strategic Planning Marketing Strategy Nutrition and Agriculture Strong operations professional with a Bachelor of science in Environmental Management focused in Environmental Science from University of Livingstonia Laws campus Sam Billiat Phiri’s Activity
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May 15th, 2019 - Academia edu is a place to share and follow research 64 6 million researchers use this site every month Ads help cover our server costs

Livingstonia Student dies with alcohol Face Of Malawi
May 3rd, 2019 - A 3rd year University of Livingstonia Laws campus student has died due to alcohol It was 4 days ago when the deceased found himself in the critical situation of vomiting lumps of blood in his room and during the said time he did not think of going to the hospital with hope that the situation will change

University of Livingstonia Public Health symposium College24
May 1st, 2019 - Output Over 10 potential employers came and few alumni from University of Livingstonia Laws Campus attended the function Students demonstrated their skills and knowledge to the stakeholders The officials from University of Livingstonia also attended The Vice Chancellor University Librarian College Registrar and Health of Academics
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University of Livingstonia Embangweni Malawi Home Page
May 15th, 2019 - The synod has also started a university the University of Livingstonia which has campuses at both Ekwendeni and Livingstonia This school officially began classes in 2003 Some of the programs pull together courses that were previously offered in separate schools and some are totally new offerings It includes 5 colleges Ekwendeni Campus
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University of Livingstonia launches postgraduate programmes
June 4th, 2017 - University of Livingstonia was officially opened in 2003 at
Livingstonia in Rumphi with only Faculty of Education but at the present the University boasts of two campuses Robert Laws Campus and Ekwendeni Campus and it now has two faculties at each campus

Govt accredits University of Livingstonia The Nation Online
October 15th, 2012 - After waiting for nine years Malawi government has finally given University of Livingstonia full accreditation Speaking at Ekwendeni during the sixth congregation of the university on Saturday Malawi’s Vice President Khumbo Kachali said government has given accreditation to the institution after it satisfied the minimum requirements set by government. Based on the academic and
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About Us University of Livingstonia
May 15th, 2019 - The University of Livingstonia Unilia was established by the Synod of Livingstonia as the first private university in the country in order to fulfil Robert Laws’ dream of establishing a University for natives of east central and southern Africa

University of Livingstonia Ranking amp Review
April 29th, 2019 - Please visit the official website of University of Livingstonia to make sure the University information provided is up to date The uniRank University Ranking ™ is not an academic ranking and should not be adopted as the main criteria for selecting a higher education organization where to enroll
Mwalimu Kaombe Staff Associate in Mathematics
May 3rd, 2019 - Mwalimu Kaombe Head of Science Department at University of Livingstonia Laws campus Malawi Higher Education
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May 12th, 2019 - Dr Laws believed that our people are worthy of higher education Students of the University of Livingstonia will become leaders of a more prosperous tomorrow for Malawians Dr Henry P Kirk and Mrs Jenny Sheldon Kirk are serving as Vice Chancellor and Director of University Relations respectively Dr

Departments CCAP Synod of Livingstonia
May 15th, 2019 - Departments To support its congregations in their life work the CCAP Synod of Livingstonia has established several departments University of Livingstonia Vision To offer Malawians an advance education accompanied by character training which would fit them for position of high responsibility
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